Important statement regarding the
acquisition of Mauritius online forex
broker
AUSINVEST by Horse Group:
Dear Horse Group partners and industry colleagues: We are
pleased to inform you that after negotiations with the board of
directors of Mauritius online foreign exchange brokerage
AUSINVEST, the two parties have reached an agreement on the
incorporation of AUSINVEST into our group. The Horse Group
parent company is involved in equestrian clubs, sports real
estate, entertainment media, online finance, etc. Now, in order
to expand the foreign exchange brokerage business, it will absorb
100% of the shares of AUSINVEST, and renamed the new trading
brand Horseforex to continue online forex brokerage. Business,
providing online financial services to citizens in more than 120
countries and regions in Europe, the Middle East, East
Asia and Southeast Asia.
AUSINVEST is a global trading platform that provides foreign
exchange, CFDs, commodities and stock indexes. Through its
continuous product and technology innovations and strict
regulatory monitoring, AUSINVEST provides traders with a
highly competitive, transparent and stable trading platform.

The trading platform has won wide recognition and praise in
the global market!

For this acquisition, Horse Group will accept all employees,
operating branches and licenses of AUSINVEST, and the
account data and positions of AUSINVEST existing customers
will not be affected. We will help customers to smoothly
transition to new brands through MT4 data migration.
Horseforex, the new website： www.horseforex.com

Thanks to market volatility and enthusiasm for emerging
market products, the overall demand for foreign exchange
products are still strong. We believe that with the Group's strong
financial quality and management experience in global
market operations, Horseforex will result into a world-class
company. This merger will also become
a milestone leap in the Group's global business expansion and
cross-border operations in many fields!
Horse Group Board of Directors
June 6, 2019

